MLA Citation Cheat Sheet

Article from EBSCO


Notice that "EBSCO" is not required.

Article from ProQuest


Web. 20 Nov. 2012.

Article from Opposing Viewpoints


Article from Newsbank Newspaper Database


Article from CQ Researcher

Article from JSTOR

Statista Citation

Article with Two Authors

Article with Three Authors

Article with More than Three Authors

Book
**Book with an Editor Listed Instead of an Author**


**Specific Edition of a Book**


"2nd ed" shows that this is the second edition of this book.

**Book with Two Authors**


**Book with Three Authors**


**Book with More than Three Authors**


**Reprinted Work in an Anthology (Collection of Essays of Stories)**


**Newspaper Article**

Webpage

Author or Corporate Author. "Title of Webpage." Title of the Overall Website. Publisher or Sponsor of the Site, Date of Publication or Update. Web. Date You Accessed Page.


Often, with webpages, you won't be able to find an author. In that case, put the website title in place of an author.


If there is no publication date on the website, put n.d. for “no date” where the date would go.


Youtube Video MLA Citation


Example

Online Encyclopedia Article


Dictionary Entry


Online Dictionary Entry


Article with No Author Listed


Almanac Entry


Radio Program Cited to Original Radio Broadcast


Radio Program Accessed Online


Radio Interview Cited to Original Broadcast


Radio Interview Accessed from a Website

Personal Interview (You actually interviewed a person.)


Type of interview.
Date of interview.
Person who was interviewed


Film


Datamonitor Report from EBSCO Business Source Premier

Datamonitor can be listed as the author.


Reference USA Business Profile


CIA World Factbook Report on a Country

**Advertisement**


**Gale Business Insights Report**

(Below is an MLA citation for a SWOT report found in Business Insights.)


(Here is a citation from a company history from Business Insights.)


**Online Book**